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NEW HHC

“Read VIN” will

quickly obtain the

VIN of the vehicle.



NEW HHC

If VIN was not found, 

you will be able to

enter it manually.



NEW HHC

• Notice the VIN and vehicle 

information being now

populated together with the

production date.

These will become filters for

content after this stage.

• Notice Connect Vehicle is 

available now for full inter-

action with the vehicle.  

All the vehicle services ( HHC, 

DTC search, VIN write) will 

require a full connection! 

Notice that when a VIN is 

decoded the Vehicle Info 

tab is now available.

You can check in this tab 

what is the historic and the 

specifcations of your 

vehicle, if there are 

ongoing campaigns or the 

status of the HHC contract



NEW HHC

Vehicle variation options must 

be selected, just as before.

It’s important to select the 

correct vehicle variation 

otherwise the communication 

to ECUs maybe impacted.
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New feature: Odometer value entry

Please carefully notedown the value of the odometer from the vehicle. 

Pay attention if the value is expressed in Kilometers or in Miles. 

Based on the information decoded from the VIN number 

the sistem will propose you automatically the known measurement 

unit.  If this is not correct anymore, you can always select the unit that 

you consider appropriate.

Important: the odometer value inputed here will be taken in 

consideration for the HHC and is directly saved in the system so please 

pay attention and verify the value before pressing Next



NEW HHC

The green area contains

all the essential decoded 

specifications. 

The blue area contains

the new menu for repair

history, campaigns, 

vehicle features, etc.

The red area contains all

the Vehicle diagnostic

operations.

In future releases, these 

will include WW.



NEW HHC

Click “Start” to initiate

Hybrid Health Check

Click “Start” to initiate

Hybrid Health Check
Latest HHC contract date& odometer 

value will be indicated here



NEW HHC

Contract expired

Reason: Past contract End Date or past 

mileage. 

A new extended care contract is 

possible.

Contract existing

A new extended care contract is also

possible

HHC contract status indication

Continue without contract 

button  will appear as the only 

selectable option in the 

following situations: 

1. Vehicle is under 

manufacturer’s warranty

2. Vehicle is older than 10 years

3. HHC done for this vehicle 

during the same day



NEW HHC

HHC contract status indication

Important

For a vehicle that is  eligible for an Extended Care 

Contract  both buttons will be displayed.

While we recommend to choose to “ Continue with 

Contract” option for an eligible vehicle, 

exceptionally the dealer can take the decission of 

selecting    “ Continue without contract” button in 

the situation where the extended care might not be 

required. 

In such situation the HHC is a just method of 

evaluating the state of the hybrid system at the 

moment the test is being performed. 

If the “ Continue without contract “ button is 

selected, NO contract will be created  supporting 

the extended care and therefore, any future claim 

would be not be covered as part of the HHC 

program. 

If  “ Continue with Contract” is selected at 

the end of the HHC test, an official request 

is going to be made for the information 

submitted prior: VIN, odometer value, test 

results. 

This is the reason why is important to 

always provide the correct data. 
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The coolant check has now been moved

to the beginning. 

This ensures safety and that the HHC 

has not been done for nothing in case 

the coolants are not OK.
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Once everything is OK (or in the green 

range), press the button to continue.



NEW HHC

This is an automated process. If the

condition is met, the circle will become

green.
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Also automated. All met requirements

will be indicated with a green circle.



NEW HHC

Once engine is warmed up, the user can

continue to STALL TEST. Warnings are 

placed to capture the attention. 

This step is NOT automated to ensure

the user is aware of what needs to be

done. 

To start this step, the user must click 

“Start Test”
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A progress bar has been added. This

visualizes the process duration.

If a condition is not met anymore (e.g: 

accelerator pedal released), then the

progress bar will reset.
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A new screen with

instructions for

safety.
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Automated detection
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Verdict will be shown in the 

end.

If multiple languages are 

used in the country, an 

option is provided to select 

one.


